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In many cases - older cars were never repainted before being retired. Different paint shops may interpret
drawings differently, resulting in minor differences in the finished cars. Car numbers centered over each truck.
Car numbers moved to center of car. Only 59 of former Pullman cars painted in this scheme. Cars with air
conditioning painted two-tone grey - non air conditioned cars painted Pacemaker green. Lettering remains
aluminum gray. Some cars received the following paint schemes between and Other paint schemes and notes:
Colors were darker than those used on the original scheme. Retained narrow window band stripes. Stripes and
lettering changed from light gray to aluminum then to imitation silver All lettering on exterior of car is yellow
imitation gold. Roof and underframe painted black with F-1 car cement. Trucks painted with black enamel.
All lettering on exterior of car is yellow imitation gold Converted Troop Sleepers: When first rebuilt - all
lettering 5" and no reporting marks N. Around - 3" reporting marks N. All lettering aluminum grey. Lettering
5" except reporting marks N. In June - car initials changed to 5" and car numbers changed to 7". These cars
were leased from to late In HO scale - Walthers Reporting marks and car number were 7". Reporting marks
on right side of door only. Decals and dry transfers may not accurately letter every piece of equipment and
may require the use of portions of different sets to letter a specific piece of equipment.
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Note: Citations are based on reference standards. However, formatting rules can vary widely between applications and
fields of interest or study. The specific requirements or preferences of your reviewing publisher, classroom teacher,
institution or organization should be applied.

Morning Sun Books Inc. None Condition - tears exterior as far as we can see: Hard cover with dust jacket
Measures approx: The Train Station has been in business since If you have questions please contact us
through eBay. Trying to sell your trains? Thank you for looking at our store and our auctions! Shipping and
handling The seller has not specified a shipping method to Germany. Contact the seller- opens in a new
window or tab and request shipping to your location. Shipping cost cannot be calculated. Please enter a valid
ZIP Code. This item will be shipped through the Global Shipping Program and includes international tracking.
Learn more- opens in a new window or tab Change country: There are 1 items available. Please enter a
number less than or equal to 1. Select a valid country. Please enter 5 or 9 numbers for the ZIP Code. This item
does not ship to Germany Handling time Will usually ship within 3 business days of receiving cleared
payment - opens in a new window or tab. Taxes Sales tax may apply when shipping to: You are covered by
the eBay Money Back Guarantee if you receive an item that is not as described in the listing.
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NYC New York Color HD Trio Eye Shadow, Central Park Plums. Average rating: NYC New York Color In a New York
Color Minute Quick Dry Nail Polish, Park Ave, fl oz.

Central Park turns into a magical autumn wonderland in the fall. This photo was taken on the east side of
Central Park near the East 70s. I usually enter the park in this area. If you wander around during the peak of
autumn, you are bound to catch views like this in quite a few places in this area: If you happen to be in Central
Park when the fall foliage is at its peak, make sure you stick around for an autumn sunset. This photo was
taken adjacent to The Mall in Central Park. No, The Mall is not a giant shopping center. I usually enter Central
Park from the east side of the park and follow the signs to get to The Mall. This is a pathway that is right next
to The Mall. It has an abundance of trees that turn red in the autumn which makes it ideal for sunset gazing.
Right next to the Loeb Boathouse which is on the east side of the park near 72nd Street, is one of the most
beautiful parts of Central Park in the autumn. The willow trees here turn the most vibrant shades of yellow and
orange at peak foliage and you get a perfect view of San Remo the two-towered building in this photo as well
as people in row boats on The Lake enjoying the last vestiges of nice weather. The elm trees in Central Park
are some of the last remaining American elm trees in the world. Make sure you explore the area around the
Mall and you will be rewarded with this amazing view of the elm trees whose leaves turn the most vibrant
yellow and gold at peak foliage. After you admire the elm trees, take a walk around the benches that surround
the Mall on the side of the Mall leading to Bethesda Fountain. Bow Bridge is always my main goal when I go
to Central Park to view the peak fall foliage. Who episode and a ton of films Spiderman 3 being one of them.
Bow Bridge is located right in the middle of the park overlooking The Lake. It is between 74th and 75th
Streets and the easiest way to find Bow Bridge is to head to Bethesda Fountain and then follow the path from
there to the Bridge. If you walk south away from The Mall on the East Side of Central Park and you are in the
vicinity of the Alice in Wonderland sculpture which is near 74th Street , there are a series of large rocks that
people love to climb. The light is absolutely stunning there during the autumn especially when the leaves are
covering the ground. If you decide to follow the perimeter of The Lake instead of going south after gazing at
Bow Bridge, you will be greeted with views like this. Bow Bridge is also beautiful to view from the other side
of The Lake. If you wait until the hour before sunset, the sun tends to set almost directly above Bow Bridge
when you are standing or sitting at this vantage point. If you are feeling slightly adventurous, definitely
explore The Ramble. The Ramble is in the middle of Central Park between 73rd and and 79th Streets. It was
designed as a total escape from the city proper and has many winding paths through a gloriously rugged
landscape. In the autumn, it comes alive with color. The rustic bridges in The Ramble are also beautiful when
surrounded by fall foliage. The reservoir runs from 85th Street to 96th street on the east side of the park.
During the autumn, the trees perfectly frame the skyline of Central Park West. Are these the only beautiful
autumn landscapes in Central Park? If you notice, a lot of my top views are near the east side of the park. This
is because for about 7 years I lived on the border of the Upper East Side and Harlem and I would walk down
to this area to acquaint myself with Central Park. Familiarity breeds unabashed love. Are there gorgeous areas
of Central Park on the west side or further north and south? Of course there are. Central Park stretches across
acres of Manhattan. I just happen to be extremely enamored of this particular area due to my familiarity with it
and my love of Bow Bridge. When do the leaves change in Central Park? I can give you only an approximate
answer though since the peak has varied wildly over the last few years due to extreme weather Hurricane Irene
and Sandy. Usually peak fall foliage in Central Park occurs towards the beginning of November. If New York
City gets a lot of rain though, the quality of the fall foliage will vary. Lots of rain means less leaves on the
trees and a less lush appearance during the peak. Also, if New York City is incredibly dry, the peak can take
longer to occur. Some years, peak foliage has occurred early towards the middle to end of October. The
autumn season looks like it is starting a bit early. I have seen leaves changing already and the weather has
been cool. These signs lead me to believe that we will see more color in October this year which is exciting!
How long does peak fall foliage last? I wish it lasted for a month or two! Here you go click or tap on each
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Buffalo and Lockport Railroad , a branch from the Rochester, Lockport and Niagara Falls at Lockport south to
Buffalo via trackage rights on the Buffalo and Niagara Falls Railroad from Tonawanda As well as two that
had not built any road, and never would: It had been chartered in and opened in , providing a line between
Buffalo and Niagara Falls. It was leased to the NYC in Also in came the merger with the Lewiston Railroad ,
running from Niagara Falls north to Lewiston. It was chartered in and opened in without connections to other
railroads. The Canandaigua and Niagara Falls Railroad was chartered in The first stage opened in from
Canandaigua on the Auburn Road west to Batavia on the main line. A continuation west to North Tonawanda
opened later that year, and in a section opened in Niagara Falls connecting it to the Niagara Falls Suspension
Bridge. The NYC bought the company at bankruptcy in and reorganized it as the Niagara Bridge and
Canandaigua Railroad , merging it into itself in On September 9, , the company was merged into the NYC,
but in the terminal at Athens burned down and the line was abandoned. The elevated section has since been
abandoned, and the tunnel north of 36th St, opened in , is used only by Amtrak trains to New York Penn
Station all other trains use the Spuyten Duyvil and Port Morris Railroad to reach the Harlem Line. From
opening it was leased by the NYC. This was a north-south connection between Syracuse and Rochester,
running from the main line at Lyons south to the Auburn Road at Geneva. It was merged into the NYC in The
NYC assumed control of the Pittsburgh and Lake Erie and Boston and Albany Railroads in and , respectively,
with both roads remaining as independently operating subsidiaries. From the beginning of the merge, the
railroad was publicly referred to as the New York Central Lines. The identification was later changed to the
New York Central System, the name being kept until the acquisition by the Pennsylvania Railroad. The
Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago and St. Louis and Chicago Railway and the Indianapolis and St. The following
year, the company gained control of the former Indiana Bloomington and Western Railway. It operated
independently until , it was then referred to as the Big Four Route. The generally level topography of the NYC
system had a character distinctively different than the mountainous terrain of its archrival, the Pennsylvania
Railroad. Most of its major routes, including New York to Chicago, followed rivers and had no significant
grades other than West Albany Hill. This influenced a great deal about the line, from advertising to
locomotive design, built around its flagship New York-Chicago Water Level Route. All lines east of
Cleveland, Ohio were dieselized as of August 7, Niagaras were all retired by In , H7e class Mikado type
steam locomotive is reported to have been the last steam locomotive to retire from service on the railroad [4].
But, the economics of northeastern railroading became so dire that not even this switch could change things
for the better. Bypasses[ edit ] A number of bypasses and cutoffs were built around congested areas. The West
Shore Railroad, acquired in , provided a bypass around Rochester. The Schenectady Detour consisted of two
connections to the West Shore Railroad, allowing through trains to bypass the steep grades at Schenectady.
The full project opened in In , the Alfred H. An unrelated realignment was made in the s at Rome, when the
Erie Canal was realigned and widened onto a new alignment south of downtown Rome. The NYC main line
was shifted south out of downtown to the south bank of the new canal. A bridge was built southeast of
downtown, roughly where the old main line crossed the path of the canal, to keep access to and from the
southeast. In the mids many railroad companies were introducing streamliner locomotives; until the New York
Central introduced the Commodore Vanderbilt, all were diesel-electric. The Vanderbilt used the more
common steam engine. NYC also provided the Rexall Train of , which toured 47 states to promote the Rexall
chain of drug stores. Prominent New York Central trains: New York to Chicago 20th Century Limited: New
Yorkâ€”Chicago all-coach train via Cleveland Wolverine: New York-Chicago via southern Ontario and
Detroit.
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2) The "Century Green" paint master appears to closely resemble color photos of the test painting of New York Central
E8's , , and E7B Since the master exists and was measured, I have no reason to believe otherwise.

NYC Colors Exhibit 1: Test cards used by Sherwin Williams technician for color matching. Technician paints
a smear of paint on each test card for computer analysis as part of a spectrographic color matching system.
Gerbracht I feel like the guy who just bought a second watch. When I had one watch, I knew what time it was.
Now I am not so sureâ€¦â€¦.. Background Since the landmark Lans Vail article that appeared first in the
February Central Headlight, and the follow up article that appeared in the 2nd Quarter Headlight with
"Additional Notes" in the 4th Quarter issue, we have made limited progress in both the understanding and also
the documentation of the colors used by New York Central and its affiliates. The old and well documented
original paint color formulations that were used for passenger train and Dreyfuss Hudson and E-series
passenger diesel locomotive colors were no longer available at the time of the original Vail articles, which had
as their subject the painting of the 20th Century Limited. There was additional confusion whether the paint
schemes for the 20th Century Limited and its earlier counterpart consisted of just a reversal of the dark grey
and the light grey. Lans Vail presented a theory that the two grey colors were just reversed in his 4th Quarter
article, but was unable to prove his hypothesis since during that time interval the paint formulations
themselves changed. The original Opex Blue striping presented an additional enigma, as no known samples
were known to exist. Written on each can was the origin of the sample, a date, and a cryptic note regarding the
use for that paint color. When I received these samples, I immediately took them to my local Sherwin
Williams paint store to have them read by up-to-date spectrographic equipment. Photos of the original cans
and the sample cards from Sherwin Williams are shown in Exhibit 1. Preliminary Conclusions 1 I thought that
the NYC dark grey was very dark, almost black visually, and this did not match my experience regarding the
color of NYC E7 and E8 passenger engines. One technician thought that the light grey Sample 3 was ruined
and unusable. In an effort to have the samples read on metal surfaces, I used a quantity of bare metal venetian
blind weights and hand brushed one color on each of three weights. No primer was used. One set of each plate
was kept at my home in dark storage, a second set was loaned to a friend at a local company that owns a color
analyzer, and the third set was connected with wire and hung outside my garage window to "weather" for an
extended time period. My intent was to gather up the new paint chips and the weathered paint chips and have
each "read" by a color analyzer. The set provided to a work associate for analysis was lost in a move, and his
subsequent retirement. There seemed to be no immediate need or demand for a re investigation of NYC paint
colors, so these hand brushed plates languished in my basement in dark storage, unread. A comparison of the
"new paint" and "weathered paint" samples confirmed that prior to fading, each paint lost significant gloss See
Exhibit 3 above. Smith, our former President. The paint was applied by DuPont on one side of each of three 4"
x 6" on metal plates, with each color on one side and the Du Pont paint code on the reverse side See Exhibits
4, 5, 6 and 7. Image of Du Pont master plates for dark grey left and light grey right. Note due to possible color
shift in posting and viewing media, formulas must be used when reproducing these colors. DuPont master
plates showing reverse sides of dark grey left and light grey right. Front of DuPont "Century Green" plate and
blue plate. Note due to possible color shift in printing, formulas must be used when reproducing these colors.
Reverse sides of "Century Green" plate and blue sample. The note that accompanied these DuPont generated
standards is as follows: I guess you thought you would never hear from me. These were very old DuPont line
numbers, it took some time to track down color std. The colors are now obsolete and the line lacquer is no
longer manufactured. Enclosed is to color std, they could most likely be matched at a Du Pont automotive
jobber store in the area. The quality would either be an acrylic lacquer or acrylic enamel. Sorry for the delay
hope this helps. Regards, Tom" The above note is from T. The Opex Blue In addition to the three Du Pont
metal plate standards, a blue sample was included in the mailing, spray painted on a piece of white plastic.
This sample is a "deep blue" as called for on the number plate drawings, and does not appear to be the "bright,
electric blue color" commonly used to describe the 20TH Century striping. Image of Sherwin Williams color
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analysis cards for the three DuPont master plates and the blue sample. Concerning Gloss I was struck by the
gloss that each of the DuPont standard plates exhibited, so much so that I conducted a web search for paint
gloss and how it is measured. A gloss meter is used to determine gloss, using a unit of measurement known as
a gloss unit. Basically, gloss is established by shining a light source at a predetermined angle to the surface to
be measured, and measuring the strength and quality of the reflected light. The angle is established by the
material to which the paint is applied. A high gloss surface is one that has a gloss unit measurement of 70
gloss units or greater, and can provide a clear reflected image with little or no diffusion caused by the paint.
For the samples measured by both Sherwin Williams and Lowes, each technician judged the painted plates as
"high gloss," although they were not at the level of a modern automobile finish. This conclusion is based on
the inclusion of these exact paint codes on a number of "Paint and Lettering" drawings for NYC diesels. It is
also a reasonable conclusion that Pullman passenger rolling stock would be painted to match the locomotives.
Since the master exists and was measured, I have no reason to believe otherwise. I have no explanation for
this. I suppose it is possible that NYC made another change in the dark grey as used by Beech Grove shops in
March of , the date on the can of the Vail wet sample. There is no drawing record that this hypothesis may be
correct. It is more likely that the wet sample deteriorated since the date it was pulled. These paints evidently
provided a finish that was "glossy," but not at the gloss level of the latest automobile "wet paint" clear coat
finishes. In this respect, the newly available plates differ markedly in that respect from what we have been
receiving on our models. In this regard we have been exposed to those making claims to "having a fine eye"
regarding exact colors and tints. There is no way that any individual can discern the exact color of any painted
object in a manner that a computer driven color spectrometer can. It is relatively easy for a color checker to
easily discern over bit color, which in digital terms is 65, differences in color. The only way that a color can be
described to a universal standard and most accurately is the use of a computerized color reading device. That
is the main reason for this documentation. This is due to the different specifications of each computer monitor
manufacturer, amibent light conditions, and many other factors. You will have to use the formulas to exactly
match the colors described and photographed for this article. The final color is partially determined by the type
of paint, the surface to which it is applied, and the thickness of the paint when sprayed or brushed.
Pennsylvania state law severely restricts the sale of oil based paint, and the Lowes analysis is for a water based
formula. Testing and possible adjustments for all of these factors is beyond the scope of this article. We
therefore caution you to test each color, the method of application, the type of paint you intend to use water or
oil based , and recommend that you modify it slightly, as appropriate for your particular needs! This
information is being posted so that modelers and model builders have access to the actual colors used on NYC
equipment. This information does not contradict, to the best of my knowledge, information published earlier
by Lans Vail in his three prior Headlight articles, and should be viewed as a supplement to those articles. The
good news is that we now have official information in the form of actual color standards from a NYC paint
supplier for the two major colors used by the railroad for many years. My goal is that the publication of the
results from color spectrography will permit all modelers to exactly reproduce the colors of our favorite
railroad by visiting their local paint supplier.
6: Color Printing in Central Square, New York
Color run byes of NYC streamlined Hudsons. Color run byes of NYC streamlined Hudsons. Skip navigation Sign in. New
York Central's Hudsons - Duration: dcoursey82 , views.

7: Color Nails Of New York 4 E Suffolk Ave Central Islip, NY Manicurists - MapQuest
"New York Central Railroad showcases engines classes, stations, and the changing landscape as supporting players to
the rise and fall of the line, reflecting changes taking place in the economy as well as the political scene. The result is an
eminently pleasing volume modelers are certain to profit from.
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New York Color. Menu Products. Eyes. Mascara # New York at Night # Central Park Tulips.

9: Fall Foliage in New York | Autumn Leaves, Scenic Drives
The New York Central Railroad (reporting mark NYC) was a railroad primarily operating in the Great Lakes region of the
United States. The railroad primarily connected greater New York and Boston in the east with Chicago and St. Louis in
the Midwest along with the intermediate cities of Albany, Buffalo, Cleveland, Cincinnati, and Detroit.
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